SUMMARY File system workloads are increasing write-heavy. The growing capacity of RAM in modern nodes allows many reads to be satisfied from memory while writes must be persisted to disk. Today's sophisticated local file systems like Ext4, XFS and Btrfs optimize for reads but suffer from workloads dominated by microdata (including metadata and tiny files). In this paper we present an LSM-tree-based file system, RFS, which aims to take advantages of the write optimization of LSM-tree to provide enhanced microdata performance, while offering matching performance for large files. RFS incrementally partitions the namespace into several metadata columns on a per-directory basis, preserving disk locality for directories and reducing the write amplification of LSM-trees. A writeordered log-structured layout is used to store small files efficiently, rather than embedding the contents of small files into inodes. We also propose an optimization of global bloom filters for efficient point lookups. Experiments show our library version of RFS can handle microwrite-intensive workloads 2-10 times faster than existing solutions such as Ext4, Btrfs and XFS. key words: local file systems, log-structured merge tree, microdata, namespace partitioning, write-ordered write-optimized store
Introduction
In the last decades as the amount of data grows, the number of files and the variability of data sizes continuously increase too. File systems typically use an extent-based data structure that is optimized to access macrodata (i.e. large and continuous blocks) sequentially at close to disk throughput, but suffer from workloads dominated by metadata and tiny files. The slow and costly disk seek prevents these file systems from efficient microdata operations, including small file creates or deletes, and metadata reads, writes or scans.
For example, update-in-place file systems [1] , [2] keep metadata and data indexes up-to-date as soon as the data arrives. They optimize for read, especially for scans for related data that are stored together on disk, but may require one or more costly disk seeks per insert, update, or delete. On the other hand, in some update-out-of-place file systems, such as logging file systems [3] - [5] , files can be created and updated rapidly. However, fast updates come at the expense of slow queries, due to the poor locality in indexes that are spread through the log. Another series of update-outof-place file systems [6] , [7] apply the data structure called copy-on-write (COW) B-tree to sequentially insert new versions of data to disk whenever possible. Unfortunately, COW B-tree doesn't inherit the optimality properties of Btree but, in general, leads to large space blowups, inefficient caching and expensive write amplification. Update-out-ofplace file systems can also induce fragmentation that wastes space, harms scan and later update performance.
Compared to the conventional read-optimized indexes (ROIs, i.e., B+ Trees), recent efforts have focused on writeoptimized indexes (WOIs), such as log-structured merge trees (LSM-trees) [8] , stratified B-trees [9] , and fractal trees [10] . Several commercial KV stores [11] - [16] have successfully adopted WOIs, and a series of write-optimized file systems [17] - [20] has also been proposed. A key feature of WOIs is that they can provide fast random inserts, updates, deletes and scans, without sacrificing lookup performance.
This paper describes the Rocksdb-based File System, or RFS, which aims to provide enhanced microdata performance, while offering matching performance of reads and writes of large files. Specifically, RFS organizes metadata as KV pairs into several columns of a metadata store and employs a dedicated store to maintain data of tiny files. Both of the two stores are backed on disk using a mature LSM-tree implementation, called Rocksdb [16] . RFS also uses local file system as an object store to represent large files. By using an LSM-tree, RFS ensures metadata and tiny files are written to disk in large, non-overwrite, sorted and indexed orders.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We introduce RFS, a stacked local file system for an individual storage node, which is comprised of several stores each with different properties.
• We demonstrate the benefit of distributing the whole file system namespace across several columns in a metadata store.
• We propose a write-ordered write-optimized store to organize data of tiny files.
• We propose a global filter optimization for point lookup of metadata.
• We present experiments and verify the effectiveness of our design. We evaluate our RFS library version in various kinds of workloads, and show the results of real applications with our FUSE-based version. performs all of them by an order of magnitude on metadataintensive workloads. Even an inefficient FUSE-based userlevel implementation of RFS can perform comparably to Ext4, XFS and Btrfs on data-intensive real application benchmarks.
In the rest of the paper, we present the motivation and background in Sect. 2. Section 3 demonstrates the architecture and implementation of RFS. Section 4 describes the design choices of RFS, followed by evaluation results in Sect. 5. Section 6 shows the related work, and we conclude the paper in Sect. 7.
Motivation and Background
This section summarizes background on the microdata problem of conventional file systems, describes the general idea of LSM-tree, as well as the challenges on LSM-tree.
The Microdata Problem
A microdata is a small piece of data where the setup time (i.e., seek time on a conventional spinning disk) exceeds the data-transfer time [20] . Due to a small amount of data accessed, performance is usually dictated by the I/O necessary to perform the desired operation.
B+tree (or other variants of B-tree, i.e., HTtree) has been a prevalent choice for many update-in-place file systems [1] , [2] , and is used to manage the hierarchical namespace and index the locations of metadata. The B+tree has many desirable properties; in particular, it uses optimal space, and offers optimal point queries and scans. In a B+tree with N items and fanout of B, lookups will therefor require O(log B N) I/Os in worst case. However, inserts also need O(log B N) I/Os, too expensive to meet the requirements of microwrite-intensive workloads. Meanwhile, as the B+tree ages, the gap between the logical and physical order of leaf pages grows too. The performance of range queries can decrease over time as the disk becomes fragmented.
At the other extreme, update-out-of-place file systems, such as logging file systems [3] - [5] optimize for writes, and can convert many small random writes into large sequential transfers. As a side effect, in addition to the cost of run-time garbage collection, they suffer from the read traffic if disk blocks are read in an order different from the written order. For instance, large scans that can not benefit from memory caching, can be very expensive and time-consuming.
Another series of update-out-of-place file systems, such as COW file systems [6] , [7] , tends to write the updates as sequentially as possible. The main idea is not to update the original location in place but to write a new version of data sequentially, in the presence of modified nodes can be allocated contiguously. However every update requires random I/Os to walk down the tree and then to write out a new version of path, copying previous blocks. Since these previous nodes cannot be garbage collected unless a version is deleted, they represent a large space blowup. It also leads to write amplification because more data must be written than is minimally required. Over time, the leaf nodes tend to be scattered randomly in the disk, leading to slow range queries and inefficient caching.
Rocksdb and Its LSM-Tree
Rocksdb [16] , based on Leveldb [15] and developed at Facebook, is an open-source KV storage library that features LSM-trees for on-disk storage. It provides simple API to support inserts, merges (similar to upserts in [20] ), deletes, point queries, and scans. Since Rocksdb is very flexible and can be tuned for a variety of workloads and storage technologies, we only review its default design in great detail in this section.
The LSM-tree is designed with two goals: (1) new incoming data can be updated rapidly to support highthroughput write; and (2) items in the store are sorted to support low-latency lookups and scans. To meet these goals, as shown in Fig. 1 , an in-RAM buffer called a MemTable is used to hold incoming KV items. When a MemTable is sufficiently full, it is first converted into an immutable MemTable, and then flushed to disk as SSTable that store sorted KV pairs. Inside a SSTable, the sequence of sorted KV pairs are partitioned into a sequence of data blocks (which are 4KB size by default). To locate a KV pair in the SSTable, Rocksdb generates an index block which contains one entry per data block, where the key is the first key of each data block. This allows binary search on the index to indicate which data block a KV pair can possibly exist. However, the index does not help to tell whether an item is actually in the data block. To this end, Rocksdb generates a bloom filter [21] for each data block and a prefix bloom for predefined prefixes. These filters are crucial in an LSMtree, because they help to reduce the number of candidate SSTables, avoiding unnecessary disk I/O when performing queries.
However, as more items inserted, the number of SSTables increases and queries can still be slow and costly even with indexes and bloom filters. This is because SSTables are only sorted by freshness now, not by keys of KV items. SSTables may have overlapping keys, therefore, all SSTables may require to be searched from newest to oldest when locating a key. To solve this problem, SSTables are grouped into different levels to progressively sort KV items.
L 0 SSTables can overlap with each other. When Fig. 1 The basic LSM-tree data structure in Rocksdb. At the same time, the size of each level grows exponentially, preventing the depth of levels from growing too large. When scanning for a particular key in a level L (>0), Rocksdb performs a binary search based on the largest key of each SSTable to locate a candidate file, rather than scanning through each SSTable. However, O(log 2 N) comparisons are still necessary where N is the number of SSTables. Rocksdb borrows the idea from fractional cascading [22] , a method to reduce the number of comparisons by narrowing down the binary search range.
Challenges on Managing an LSM-Tree KV Store
This section shows some challenges on using LSM-tree to manage data in terms of KV pairs. Write amplification Compactions are indispensable to merge-sort KV items, remove duplicated or deleted keys. Previous study [23] has indicated that an LSM-tree experiences periodical write stalls and sudden performance drops during a write-intensive task. In another word, the system can not serve updates any longer when it is busy performing compactions. This is because compactions are extremely time and disk bandwidth consuming. Specifically, let's define write amplification, a ratio between total writes performed to disk and the size of record requested by users. Meanwhile, assuming that the size multiplier of two adjacent level's sizes is M (Size(L k+1 )/Size(L k ), where k=1, 2, . . . ). This means, the number of SSTables in L k+1 that contain overlapping keys with the compacting SSTable in L k is close to M. As a result, moving a SSTable (B bytes) from L k to L k+1 during a compaction will write a total of (M+1) × B bytes to L k+1 in the worst case. Accordingly, for a new KV item to reach level k (k = 1, 2, . . . ), the write amplification can grow as much as k × (M+1). This leads to a high temporary memory usage and a great consumption of I/O bandwidth.
Several efforts on reducing the write amplification have been suggested, such as [19] , [24] . However, they either rely on a particular storage device [19] , or use hash function to organize its data and thus do not support range scans [24] . In this paper, we provide a simple solution to reduce write amplification by logically partitioning the KV store into several columns (more detail can be found in Sect. 4.1). Slow random writes of large values LSM-tree is a highly write-optimized data structure, and is good at serving writes with small items. But for large items, the write amplification starts to dominate and the write rates become very erratic. To see how write amplification is affected with the items sizes, we inserted 1 million KV pairs into Rocksdb in a random order. We also created and write the same number and the corresponding sizes of files in a shared directory in Ext4 as a comparison.
In the experiment, the key size is 16 Byte, and the value size varies from 256B, 512B, 1KB, 2KB, to 4KB. All of these experiments were performed on a Dual-Core Intel Core i5-2520M CPU running Ubuntu 14.04, with a 500GB Seagate 7200rpm ST9500424AS disk drive. Table 1 presents the comparison results between Rocksdb and Ext4. As shown, Ext4 achieves smooth write performance by using an allocate-on-flush technique called delayed allocation, regardless of the size of the files. Rocksdb is faster when the items is small (<512 byte). Ext4 outperforms Rocksdb when the items is larger than 1KB, even with the overhead of creating inodes and file uniqueness guarantee. In addition, the throughput gap between Ext4 and Rocksdb grows as the size of items increases, resulting from the internal compactions of LSM-tree.
Consequently, RFS uses a dedicated store to manage data of small files, other than embedding data into inodes that has been adopted by several previous works [18] , [23] . More detail can be found in Sect. 4.2.
Design and Implementation of RFS
RFS is designed to take full advantage of the writeoptimized property of LSM-tree. The overall system architecture is shown in Fig. 2 (a). RFS's multi-store design consists of several stores each with different characteristics: (1) a write-friendly metadata store on top of Rocksdb packs all directories and inodes into KV pairs; (2) a writeoptimized small file store based on Rocksdb represents files smaller than T bytes as KV items; and (3) a large file store which is a dummy store, is used to map larger files (large than T bytes) to regular files of the underlying local file system. The RFS schema translates file system operation into one or more KV operations whenever possible. Figure 2 (b) illustrates a FUSE implementation of RFS. In FUSE version, RFS acts as a POSIX-compliant file system for various kinds of workloads. A read or write request to the mounted point of RFS is passed on to FUSE by VFS. Then FUSE sends request to the RFS layer running as a userspace daemon.
However, in addition to the well-known overheads from the additional context switches and data marshalling, FUSE is particularly write de-optimized [20] . For example, before and after every file creation, FUSE performs a getattr system call, which can easily transform a writeintensive workload into read-intensive. As results, we implement a library version of RFS which entirely embeds in the applications, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The library RFS benefits a lot from infrequency of system calls and can make best use of a write-optimized data structure. Since we plan to plug RFS into a parallel file system as local stores, we believe that the library RFS is useful and worthy of implementation.
The RFS File-System Schema
While RFS is built upon LSM-tree KV stores, file system operations must be translated into KV operations. This section demonstrates the RFS schema for performing this translation and emphasizes the detail on the internal components of this schema in the context of taking advantage of the write-optimized LSM-tree.
Multi-Column Based Metadata Store
RFS separates data from metadata by dividing them into different stores. In this section, we concentrate on the metadata store, and explain how RFS manages the metadata on top of LSM-trees and enables efficient file system operations.
Dynamic Namespace Partitioning
File system manages its files in a hierarchical directory tree. Figure 3 gives an example of distributing the hierarchical namespace into two metadata columns. RFS uses a dynamic namespace partitioning mechanism that works at a directory granularity, to distribute both directories and directory entries across several metadata columns each of which is backed on an LSM-tree. Locations of the directory entries (including sub-directories and files) in a directory are determined by the inode number of that directory. Since we use a round-robin manner, the locations can be calculated with (inode number of parent directory % number of metadata columns). The inode numbers are 64-bit integers and assigned through a create-order policy starting from 1, and thus the root directory is always assigned with 1.
By separating the namespace on a directory basis and storing directory entries together, the locality of directories is preserved, and operations such as readdir work well. Moreover, it leads to reduced query latency and write amplification, compared to previous work [18] that represents directory entries in one all-encompassing table. The former is because we only need search a metadata column instead of an one-in-all table. The latter is explained as follows: For the one-in-all scheme, assuming that the level size multiplier is M and a level of k can hold all of the inserted N items. If the KV items are scattered among M columns, each column need a level of k-1 to contain N M items in the presence of load-balancing. In consequence, the write amplification in the worst cases can be reduced by a factor of k k−1 .
Metadata Layout Format
Files and directories have to be mapped to a flat structure of table records, each of which is stored as a row in the metadata columns. To translate the hierarchical namespace into KV pairs and preserve locality, the rows of the table are sorted lexicographically by variable-length of keys. Each key is chosen to consist of the 16 bytes of string which is converted from the inode number of a entry's parent directory and its filename string, as shown in Fig. 3 . The value of a row contains inode attributes, such as inode number and file size (struct stat in POSIX). The value of a soft link includes the "link" content, which is small and compact. Hard link is an unique case in RFS, and will be introduced in Sect. 4.1.4.
With the ordering described above, entries within the same directory are sorted consecutively, and scanning a directory, either recursively or not, can be implemented as a range query with a shared key prefix -inode number of the directory. We choose to represent the inode number as a 128-bit string instead of 64-bit, intending to preserve the create orders of directories. That said, every time we create a new directory and entries within it, we can ensure that the key prefixes of these items are always larger than the existing items of the tables, eliminating extra further compactions as much as possible. Unfortunately, workloads that first create many directories and then create entries in these directories randomly can not benefit from this strategy.
Stateless Directory Cache
To implement POSIX semantics many metadata operations are required for each ancestor directory to perform pathname traversal and permission checking. This incurs as much overheads as directory depth grows, and can also transform a write-intensive workload into readintensive. Traditional file systems remove these overheads with dcache, and so does RFS. We maintain a consistent directories LRU cache in the memory in terms of KV pairs. The key is the same with the presentation in the metadata columns, while the value consists of the inode number and the permissions (but not other attributes). This allows RFS to server path traversal and permission checking efficiently, avoiding the overhead of travelling each path component along the path. At the same time, file metadata is not cached since the access pattern is much more complicated. Metadata of frequently accessed files may be cached in the builtin LRU cache provided by Rocksdb.
Some metadata operations such as directories renames, creates or deletes may generate or invalidate the items in the LRU cache. Since a update operation does not change the inode number of the directories, storms of cache updates or invalidations can never occur.
Hard Links
POSIX file systems allow multiple directory entries to refer to a single file. Prior works [18] , [25] describes a solution by adding an inode number layer of indirection. But this strategy isn't adapted to RFS, since we distribute directory entries according to the inode number of its parent directory.
RFS presents another simple solution to solve the "hard links" problem. In our strategy, each hard link in RFS is mapped into a file (called HLFile) resides on the underlying local file system. All records including metadata and file contents will be stored in the HLFile. Figure 4 illustrates an example: in the beginning, "apple" is a regular file in RFS. After we create a hard link called "banana" that points to "apple", RFS first creates a regular target file named by the inode number of "apple" in the underlying Ext4 file system. Then RFS creates a hard-link target file called "4" that points to "3". When accessing a hard link in RFS, all requests will be redirected to underlying target file.
Metadata Operations Optimization
Many POSIX file systems specify preconditions that the system must perform a check before update. For example, when creating a file, the system has to ensure that the file doesn't already exist and the user have proper permission on the containing directory. While the cost of permission checking can be mitigated by directory cache, the nonexistence test may incur massive overheads. The reason is, as more entries inserted, the test in each create would be applied to ever larger on-disk data structures. Although our multi-columns design can reduce this overhead by performing search on a smaller scale of LSM-tree, the cost may still be high.
Compared to the default search format of a SSTable, that first performs a binary search on a data block index to find the right data block and then check the per-block bloom filter, RFS goes a step further. We generate a global bloom filter which contains a filter for all keys in the SSTable. When searching, we check the global filter firstly, eliminating the overhead of travelling in a complicated SSTable format as much as possible.
Atomicity and Concurrency
POSIX standard requires many file system operations to be atomic, regardless of whether they manipulate on several records in the backend storage. RFS uses batch updates to hold a set of updates and applies the edits in an atomic order. For example, the rename operation that may update on two different metadata columns can be implemented as a batch write of two operations on the affected metadata columns: insert the new directory entry and delete the stale entry. For read-modify-write operations, such as chmod and chown, RFS uses the "merge" operator provided by Rocksdb to commit the update atomically.
Some check-write operations like create and mkdir should be taken care of carefully, since several threads may create a same file simultaneously. By using Rocksdb transaction mechanism, only one thread can succeed and commit the write, ensuring correctness and consistency. RFS also implements a light-weight locking mechanism on a per-file basis to synchronize the concurrent opens of a single file.
Write-Ordered Write-Optimized Small File Store
As demonstrated in Sect. 2.3, an LSM-tree suffers from writing large values, as a result of write amplification. Compared to previous work [18] that uses embedded inode to store contents of small files, RFS builds a dedicated LSMtree KV store to manage small files. In contrast to metadata store, this store is composed of a single column for the sake of simplicity and load balancing.
Favoring Sequential Writes
In RFS today, we define the threshold size of a small file as 4KB, a median size of files in desktop workloads [26] . The RFS prototype maintains an index mapping carefully chosen tokens (called dno) to file contents. At the time of writing a new small file, RFS assigns a 64-bit increasing integer to this file to indicate its write order. Then this integer is stored in the file metadata and converted to a 8-byte string as a dno. Thus, a write operation is transformed as inserting a KV (dno-contents) pair into the LSM-tree.
Although not surprised, this key layout facilitates an create-ordered and write-optimized KV store. Specifically, when encountering a write-intensive workload involved with many small files, the inputs may be flushed to disk as lots of non-overlapping SSTables. Rocksdb uses an optimization named trivial move to compact a non-overlapping SSTable to the next level, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . In this case, there is no I/O other than updating the manifest file to indicate that a SSTable which used to be in level N is now in level N+1. Figure 5 (b) describes an example that uses a key consisting of filename and inode number of parent directory as a comparison. As shown, SSTables that with overlapping keys have to be merged during a compaction, which is both time and disk bandwidth consuming.
Certainly, operations like update or delete small files can not benefit from our strategy. In addition, reading a small file requires an extra disk seek in comparison to [18] that uses the mechanism of embedded inodes.
Data Compression
Compression is important to performance, because it can re- Fig. (b) . duce the number of SSTables although scarifying some CPU resources. Since RFS have to journal data into the writeahead log, the write amplification of any updates is always larger than 1. RFS enables compression for small files and metadata by default to reduce the data written to disk. The use of data compression also means that there isn't a one-toone correspondence between a file-system-level block and a block from disk. This is not a big issue for RFS, since we only pack data of small files.
Large File Store
Previous works [17] , [19] , [20] also use KV stores to manage large files. This may add the overhead of reading and writing large files, compared to storing them directly in the local file system. For instance, writing a 4GB files results in updates of 1 million KV pairs in an LSM-tree if we break files into 4KB blocks. These KV pairs may be read and written many times to reach an appropriate level, preventing us from an efficient use of LSM-tree.
Local file systems have become increasingly specialized in an attempt to extract the best I/O performance from underlying hardware. In RFS, we shifts the responsibility of handling large file I/O back to the local file system (Ext4). File larger than 4KB is directly stored as a normal file in Ext4 according to its inode number (FI) and parent directory's inode number (DI). We use a two-level directory tree in Ext4, storing a file as "/LFStore/DJ/FI" where DJ = DI ÷ 10000. Thus, directory locality is preserved and directory caches can be efficient.
Crash Consistency
In RFS, both Rocksdb and the local file system first write all metadata changes in their journals, to ensure that no updates are applied to the data structure on disk ahead of the logging mechanism. Even the logs can be set to commit in a synchronous mode, RFS configures the Rocksdb and local file system to commit the write-ahead logs to disk periodically for the sake of performance gains. However, as no synchronous mechanism is applied between the two logs, it may bring consistency issue when system crashes.
RFS currently relies on an off-line FSCK method to achieve the metadata consistency between the Rocksdb and the local file system. After a crash, the administrator can apply a FSCK on the whole file system or a particular directory, scanning the files in the underlying file system and updating the corresponding metadata in Rocksdb. A FSCK can be slow and time-consuming, depending on the data structure that the operation applies on.
Implementation and Future Work
RFS applies Rocksdb as the most expedient way to obtain a write-optimized data structure implementation. In this section, we explain how we ported Rocksdb to manage the microdata and future work for the implementation.
Rocksdb currently may only be opened by one process at a time. More concretely, Rocksdb allows only one process to open the DB in read-write mode but other processes can access the DB read-only. This prevents the usage of RFS library from multiple processes. The FUSE version of RFS works well for this kind of usage, since read or write requests from multiple processes to the mounted point of RFS-FUSE is passed on to FUSE by VFS. The FUSE absorbs all the requests from multiple processes and translates them into FUSE operations in terms of multiple threads in a single FUSE process.
Since we are plugging RFS library version into a parallel file system as local stores, it is not a big issue for this kind of usage. For the usage of several updates from multiple threads, RFS implements a light-weight locking mechanism (based on read-write lock) on a per-file basis to synchronize the concurrent updates. The locking mechanism ensures that only one of the concurrent metadata updates can succeed, avoiding inconsistent state between data and metadata.
Metadata columns were implemented as Column Families (CFs), each of which can be seen as an independent LSM-tree implementation. The basic idea behind CFs is that they share the write-ahead log but not MemTables and SSTables, and support atomic writes across CFs. In an attempt to achieve easy memory management and best memory usage, we arranged CFs in a shared memory mode, which enforces a memory limit for all CFs. When the amount of data to build up in MemTables across all CFs exceeds a threshold value, all MemTables will be flushed to disk. In that case, a large directory can also make use of the total memory, especially during bulk creations.
The number of metadata columns is also tunable in RFS. If set to 1, RFS behaves like TableFS [18] . A large value means reduced write amplification if the load is balanced, but may incur other costs. For instance, if not writing to all CFs at the same rate, we may end up with an imbalance situation such that one CF may carry the bulk of the data bringing on flushes, while the adjacent CFs will also be flushed though the amount of data they carry is small. These small flushes that need to be merged into the larger and older SSTable files during compactions, will casue compaction storms, in which we have to rewrite constant bytes of SSTables just to merge a few updates. To solve this problem, RFS can also be configured as an individual mode so that each CF flushes independently.
The RFS prototype is an ongoing effort, and there are several points for improvement in future work. Firstly, we can revise the flushing mechanism of Rocksdb so that when used in shared memory mode, only the CF that occupies most of the memories would be flushed to disk, rather than flushing them all. Secondly, to reduce the variance in the number of directory entries stored in metadata columns, a load-balancing technique [27] can be applied. Finally, other write-optimized data structures with reduced write amplification, such as [24] , may be applied to small file store since it does not require range scans.
Evaluation
We organize our evaluation around the following questions:
• Are microwrites on RFS more efficient than on other general-purpose file systems? • Are large reads and writes on RFS comparable with other file systems? • Are the performance of metadata-only operations on RFS outperforms other file systems? • What is the performance of RFS on real applications?
Although our RFS FUSE module works correctly, it does not show RFS in its best light, as a result of the overheads of FUSE. Instead, we ran our RFS benchmarks using the user-space library version, called RFS-Library. Since file system operations of real applications require POSIX API, only the benchmark on applications ran with the FUSE version (called RFS-FUSE). RFS is configured with 8 metadata columns and compression enabled by default.
To illustrate the effectiveness of RFS's multi-column design and write-optimized small file store, we also built a RFS library module (named RFS-Allinone) which is a strategy similar to TableFS. RFS-Allinone uses an allencompassing table, embedded inodes, per-block bloom filters but without prefix bloom filters.
Evaluation System
We evaluated our RFS prototype on a Linux desktop computer equipped as follows: We compared RFS with Linux's most sophisticated local file systems, including Ext4, Btrfs, and XFS. Ext4 was mounted with "order" journaling to force all data to be flushed to disk before its metadata is committed. By default, Ext4 commits its journal to disk asynchronously every 5 seconds. Btrfs and XFS use similar strategies to asynchronously update journals. Since Btrfs supports compression, it was also mounted with the zlib algorithm for compression which was identical to the method we used in RFS. Unless otherwise noted, we measured all benchmarks up to 4 threads since our machine has 2 cores (with one hyperthread on each core). We dropped all the caches before running any benchmark. All file systems benefit equally from hits in the page and directory caches. In order to test out-of-RAM performance, we boot the Linux with limited available memory in some benchmarks. All tests were run for at least three times and the coefficient of variation of results was less than 2%.
Data-Intensive Microbenchmark
We evaluated microwrite performance using both metadata and data intensive microbenchmarks. The benchmark consists of two phases which are a) create and b) query as follows:
• a) create: In this phase, the benchmark application creates one million 1KB files in a balanced directory tree with a fanout of 200. We first generate directories in depth first order, and then create and write the files in the appropriate parent directories in a random order. The 1KB data is on a per-file basis and different from each other, preventing RFS and Btrfs from efficient compressions.
• b) query: This workload issues 10 thousand (1% of total files) read queries to random (uniform) files in random directories.
Between the create and query phase of each run, we clear all kernel caches. To test out-of-RAM performance, we limit the machine's available memory to 600MB which does not fit the entire test in memory. The sizes of memory assigned to the metadata store and small file store of RFS-Library are 16MB and 48MB independently. RFS-Allinone is configured with 64MB write buffer, equal to the total memory assigned to RFS-Library. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . RFS-Library exhibits substantially higher throughput than the other file systems. For reads, RFS-Library performs at least 40% better than the others. RFS-Allinone also performs better than the other traditional file systems on reads, since many random disk accesses are avoided by embedding inodes and small files. Surprisingly RFS-Library performs better than RFS-Allinone. The reason may be: 1) by separating metadata from data, the scale of metadata store in RFS-Library is much smaller than RFS-Allinone, facilitating more efficient caches of metadata data blocks; 2) by dividing metadata store into several columns, RFS-Library provides faster metadata lookups than RFS-Allinone.
For creates, RFS-Library runs are almost 2 to 10 times faster than the other file systems in all tests. The closest competitor is Ext4, since Ext4 includes extents and delayallocation optimizations. RFS-Allinone performs slower on creates compared to RFS-Library and Ext4, due to its embedding policy that incurs many reads and writes of embedded file contents during compactions.
The main performance distinction between RFSLibrary and other file systems is attributable to both fewer total writes and fewer seeks per byte written. Figure 7 shows the total disk traffic collected from the Linux proc file system (/proc/diskstats) during the create phase. RFSLibrary issues many fewer read requests, because of our global bloom filter policy and in-memory indexing. For writes, RFS-Library also issues fewer disk writes than RFS-Allinone, Btrfs and XFS, effectively aggregating small changes into larger sequential writes. In particular, compared to RFS-Allinone, RFS-Library can reduce the total writes to disk as a result of our write-ordered and writeoptimized small file store that enforces trivial moves instead of expensive compactions. The total writes of RFS-Library is larger than Ext4 because the write amplification is always larger than 1 since we have to journal to the WAL for each update.
These results demonstrate that the microwrites in RFS are two to ten times faster compared to the other tested file systems. At the same time, RFS can provide comparable read performance for micro workloads.
Large Reads and Writes
We measured the throughput of sequentially reading and writing a 1GB file, 16 blocks at a time. The file was created with random data to avoid any unfairly advantaging compressions. Between write and read phase of each run, we cleared all kernel caches. In this experiment, we allowed the memory available to the evaluation system to be the full of physical memory, since it didn't affect the results much. Figure 8 illustrates the results. In general, most generous purpose file systems can read and write at disk bandwidth, and so does RFS-Library. This is because our large file store only adds a layer of indirection and does not impose much cost.
Metadata-Intensive Microbenchmark
In this section, we run two microbenchmarks to evaluate the efficiency of pure metadata operations. Fig. 7 Total number of disk read/write requests during the create phase for five tested systems. Lower is better. 
Metadata Update and Point Lookup Benchmark
We first would like to test the performance of updates and point queries. The test phases in this benchmark are:
• a) create: In this phase, the benchmark application uses four threads to simultaneously create one million zerolength files in a balanced directory tree with a fanout of 200. The benchmark first generates directories in depth first order, and then creates the files in the appropriate parent directories in a random order.
• b) query: This workload uses four threads to issue 100 thousand (10% of total files) read queries to random (uniform) files in random directories. A read query calls stat on the given file.
• c) delete: This workload uses one thread to issue a half million delete operations to randomly chosen files in random directories.
Between the each phase of each run, we clear all kernel caches. To test out-of-RAM performance, we limit the machine's available memory to 150MB which does not fit the entire test in memory. The sizes of memory assigned to the metadata store of RFS-Library are 16MB. RFS-Allinone is also configured with the same size of write buffer. To avoid RFS-Library and RFS-Allinone from efficiency compression, we disable the compression optimization for both RFSLibrary and RFS-Allinone since inode data is structure-data and compacts well. Figure 9 shows the test results averaged over three runs. For all tests, RFS-Library outperforms all the other generous-purpose file systems. In particular, RFS-Library runs are at least 7 times faster than others local file systems in the create phases. For point query, all file systems are almost at the same speed since at least one disk seek is required. A delete operation can be considered as a combination of point query and update. RFS-Library is at least 2 times faster than other generous-purpose file systems for deletes.
Both of RFS-Library and RFS-Allinone benefit from better aggregation of small writes, but our RFS-Library is faster. To try to understand the overhead of compactions in the create phase, we gathered the total read and write bytes from the Rocksdb statistics during the compactions. Table 2 Fig . 9 Total run-time of three workloads for five tested file systems. Execution time in seconds, and lower is better. illustrates the results. As shown, RFS-Library both reads and writes smaller amount of data for compactions, as a result of our multicolumn design that reduces the write amplification. RFSLibrary also performs faster in the phases of query and delete because the lookup operation is applied to smaller counts of on-disk SSTables.
Then we would like to test the effectiveness of global filter in RFS. We rerun the create phase in previous benchmark, but with different experiment setup. In this phase, the benchmark application uses four threads to simultaneously create 10 million zero-length files in 100 thousands of directories. The benchmark first generates directories, and then creates the files in the appropriate parent directories in a random order. To test out-of-RAM performance, we limit the machine's available memory to 500MB which does not fit the entire test in memory. The sizes of memory assigned to the metadata store of RFS-Library are 16MB. We also disable the compression optimization for RFS-Library.
In addition to the global filter setting, the per-block filter version is as same as the global filter version of RFSLibrary. Figure 10 shows the test results averaged over three runs. For all tests, global filter version runs faster than the per-block filter version. The number of total reads for file non-existence test also indicates that our global filter scheme can reduce the overhead of travelling in a complicated SSTable format.
Metadata Scan Benchmark
In terms of file system metadata operations, read-only operations on files and directories such as stat and readdir are the most popular operations [28] , [29] . To test the performance of readdir, the benchmark performs multiple readdir operations in the generated directory tree. The benchmark consists of three phases:
• a) create: In this phase, we reuse the create phase in the last benchmark in which we create one million zerolength files in a balanced directory tree with a fanout of 200.
• b) readdir: This workload performs readdir() on all the generated directories. This simulates "ls".
• c) readdir+stat: The benchmark application performs readdir() on 25% of the total directories in random (uniform) order, and for each returned directory entry, performs a stat operation. This simulates "ls -l".
Between the each phase of each run, we clear all kernel caches. To test out-of-RAM performance, we limit the machine's available memory to 250MB which does not fit the entire test in memory. The configuration of RFS-Library and RFS-Allinone are same with Sect. 5.4.1. Figure 11 shows the total time needed to complete each workload averaged of three runs. The performance of the create phase is same with previous Sect. 5.4.1, so we do not show it here. In the readdir workload, RFS-Library is 2-3 times faster than Ext4 and Btrfs, and comparable with XFS. In the readdir+stat workload, RFS-Library can scan the directory and fetch the metadata of each directory entires one or two orders of magnitude faster than other generouspurpose file systems, since many disk accesses are avoided by embedding inodes with entries.
RFS-Library and RFS-Allinone have the comparable performance. These workloads demonstrate the value of sorting files and their metadata lexicographically, so that related files are stored near each other on disk. 
Application Performance
In this section, we present the performance for a variety of real applications. We measured the time to tar and un-tar the Linux 3.0.1 source. We also measured the time to rsync the Linux 3.0.1 source code to a new directory on the same file system, using the --inplace option to avoid temporary file creation. The compressed tar archive is about 73MB in size. After uncompressed, the total size is about 494MB. Therefore, to test the out-of-memory performance, we set the machine's available memory to be 350MB. Figure 12 presents the results of performance measurements in terms of execution time. On all operations, RFS-FUSE is in the middle of the pack. Although our RFS can benefit from aggregating small random writes into large sequential writes, it suffers from the overhead of FUSE. Since we plan to embed RFS into a parallel file system as the local store of metadata servers, the library version of RFS is about to be used, rather than the FUSE version.
Related Work
Lots of generous-purpose file systems [1] , [2] , [30] tend to index metadata using variants of B-tree. These B-tree-based file systems can ensure worst-case read latency. By caching the frequently-accessed higher levels in memory, a read typically require a single I/O from disk. However, updates to small records are implemented in terms of writing new data in place, leading to poor performance as a result of many small, random writes to disk. To improve the microwrite performance, these update-in-place file systems usually resort to the technique called data journaling in which changes are first recorded to an anxiliary log area before updating inplace. This method trades costly in-place updates for many cheap and sequential log writes, but further throttles query and scan performance.
To alleviate the overhead of updating in-place in Btrees, a technique called Copy-On-Write (COW) B-tree has been introduced and put into use in many file systems [6] , [7] . By coping previous blocks along the path and sequentially writing a new version to disk whenever possible, this method may succeed for write-light workloads.
However, as the tree ages, the leaves tend to be scattered randomly, which causes problems for range queries, garbage collection and pre-fetching.
Historically, log-structured file systems [3] - [5] have been used for write-heavy workloads. These insert-ordered and update-out-of-place file systems and their derivatives [31] , [32] are write-optimized in the sense that they log data, and are thus fast at recording changes. However, they have poor scan performance which cannot be accelerated by caching, and suffer from fragmentation.
Compared to the insert-ordered log-structured data structures, write-optimized indexes (WOIs), such as logstructured merge trees (LSM-trees) [8] , stratified B-trees [9] , and fractal trees [10] buffer and sort updates in memory before writing to disk. Although a bit slower than insert-ordered log-structure stores when writing, they provide a better tradeoff between update and query operations. WOIs are widely used in key-value stores, including BigTable [11] , Cassandra [12] , HyperDex [13] , LevelDB [15] and RocksDB [16] . Several write-optimized file systems have also been proposed and will be introduced in more detail as follows.
TableFS [18] uses LSM-tree-based key-value store to pack microdata (including directory entries, inode attributes and small file data) into large on-disk files. They showed substantial performance improvements on metadata insertintensive workloads compared to several generous-purpose file systems. They also analyzed the FUSE overhead and found that FUSE performs lots of read operations on a writeonly workload. Based on TableFS, our RFS aims to increase the microwrite performance in data-intensive workloads and reduce the overhead of write amplification of LSM-tree with our multi-column design and write-ordered small file store.
KVFS [19] uses a transactional variation of LSM-trees called VT-tree to organize metadata. They used stitching to avoid always copying old SSTable into new SSTables in the presence of LSM-tree compaction. Their VT-tree based user-level filesystem KVFS can offer concurrent access with transactional guarantees, and consequently provides efficient and scalable access to both large and small data items. However, KVFS relied on a log-structured block device, required extra seeks at the time of accessing and an eventual defragmentation mechanism to reclaim space.
TokuFS [17] is a user-space file system, and is implemented using Fractal Tree indexes. TokuFS achieved good performance for both reads and writes and for both microdata and macrodata. The authors of TokuFS introduced another in-kernel write-optimized file system called BetrFS which applied the similar strategy of TokuFS. By moving into an in-kernel implementation, BetrFS mitigated the overhead of FUSE. However, BetrFS also had several limitations, such as the range upserts based file deletion and rename penalty, caused by indexing metadata with full pathname and organizing file contents in a data index regardless of the file size. RFS doesn't have these limitations since we add a layer of inode number and store small and large file independently.
Conclusion
File systems that manage magnetic disks suffer from workloads dominated by metadata and small files, due to the slow random disk seeks. RFS uses write-optimized data structures to pack microdata into large on-disk files, facilitating sequential allocation and large transfer. Compared to other write-optimized file systems, RFS partitions the namespace into several columns instead of one all-encompassing table. RFS also uses a dedicated wrire-ordered store to mange contents of small files. A global filter optimization for metadata point lookup is also adopted. By combining these techniques, our prototype file system implementation shows outperformed performance for microdata-intensive workloads while providing comparable performance for large files.
